
Valencia overtakes Barcelona in
the Spanish soccer championship
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Valencia came back in the second half supported by goals from Carlos Soler and Portugal's
Gonzalo Guedes to beat Levante 4-3 and move up to seventh place in the Spanish soccer
league.

Havana, December 21 (RHC)-- Valencia came back in the second half supported by goals from Carlos
Soler and Portugal's Gonzalo Guedes to beat Levante 4-3 and move up to seventh place in the Spanish



soccer league.

At their home stadium "Ciutat" in Valencia, the team coached by José Bordalas conceded a pair of goals,
one after the other, after 20 minutes of play.

First it was José Gómez Campaña, in the 21st minute, after getting hold of a rebound and scoring the
goal guarded by the Dutch goalkeeper Jasper Cillenssen, and two minutes later, Roger Martí scored to
the delight of the visitors.

With the game against them, the "Ches" pressed in attack and with a minute to go before the end of the
first half, Guedes appeared to score the discount.

After the break and the start of the second half, Valencia continued with their attacks and got the parity
through the canterano Soler, who was in charge of scoring the 3-2 momentary at 72.

The goal of tranquility was scored in the 84th minute by Guedes in a masterful way, with a cutback that
left defender Carlos Clerc and goalkeeper Dani Cárdenas standing on the pitch.

Levante's third goal was scored by Macedonian midfielder Enis Bardhi in the 90+1 minute.

With this success, Valencia has 28 points to momentarily displace from seventh place Barcelona (27),
which today faces the challenge of Sevilla, owner of 37 points, to escort the leader Real Madrid, which
has 43 points.

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/deportes/280473-valencia-overtakes-barcelona-in-the-spanish-
soccer-championship
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